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ABSTRACT 
This partly expository paper deals with a canonical-form problem for finite sets of 
matrices. The problem generalizes matrix equivalence, matrix similarity, and simulta- 
neous equivalence of pairs of matrices [(A, B) + (PAQ, PBQ)], as well as some more 
complicated matrix problems that originated in work of Nazarova and Roiter. 
INTRODUCTION 
The simultaneousequivalence problem apparently arose in connection 
with a problem in differential equations (see [3, XII, §7]), whereas the more 
recent problems, studied in [7,8,5,6], arose in connection with questions 
about module structure. The results of the present paper will be applied in 
[41- 
Au matrices in this paper have entries in a (usually unmentioned) field K. 
To describe the problem, let A be a finite sequence of matrices 
A(l), 4%. . . over K. We suppose that the rows and columns of the matrices 
A(k) have been partitioned into disjoint blocks, each labeled by a distinct 
symbol that we call its block label. An example is 
a3 a4 a5 
(0.1) 
A(1) = a1 a2 [---I---I---] , 
A(2)= z: --- . I 1 
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Certain pairs of block labels can be designated as dual. We denote the 
dual label of (Y by (Y*. For example, in (0.1) we can designate a: = (Ye, 
a3 
*=(y 
4r and the remaining block labels have no duals. The rules for duality 
are 
(0.2) ix** = q, a: # ai, Ia*I*= Iail. 
where ((Y,]* means the number of rows or columns of block q in the sys- 
tem A. 
We allow two types of matrix operations, called “sweeping” and “similar- 
ity.” 
DEFINITION (Sweeping operations). Each row block q sweeps all row 
blocks cuj strictly below it. We mean by this that any K-multiple of any row of 
[rows q] can be added to any row of [rows aj], thereby altering [rows ai]. 
Here [rows q] and [rows ai] must belong to some single matrix A(k) of A. 
Similarly, each column block (Y~ sweeps all column blocks ‘Y~ strictly to its 
right. 
DEFINITION (Similarity operations). Left-multiply any row block, say 
[rows ai], by an invertible matrix P. In addition, if (Y~ has a dual label a:, do 
the following: If aj” labels rows, left-multiply [rows a:] by P; but if LX? labels 
columns, right-multiply [cols a*] by P- ‘. 
Analogously, right-multiply any column block, say [cols ai], by an invert- 
ible matrix P. In addition, if (Y~ has a dual block a* of rows or columns, 
replace them by P-‘*[rows a*] or [cols a*] * P, respectively. 
We close these definitions with a remark about those similarity operations 
in which one of (Y~ and ar labels a row block and the other a column block. 
For definiteness suppose cyi labels a row block. We think of the similarity 
operation involving CX~ and LX* as simultaneously left-multiplying [rows ai] 
by P and right-multiplying [cols Q] by P-‘. If [rows ai] and [cols $1 
belong to the same matrix A(k) of A, one of these multiplications must 
actually be done before the other, but by the associativity of matrix multipli- 
cation, it does not matter which is done first. 
Our problem is to find a canonical form for matrix systems with respect 
to these operations. Before doing so, we introduce more terminology and 
make additional introductory remarks. 
A matrix skeleton Y means a collection of block labels, together with 
their sweeping orders and duality assignments. Matrix skeletons ignore the 
sizes of the blocks of rows or columns. Thus we refer to (0.1) as an 9mutrix 
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system, where Y is the matrix skeleton 
By 9bperation.s we mean the sweeping and similarity operations specified by 
9. 
In order to accommodate trivial cases, we allow ((Y~(~ = 0, that is, no rows 
labeled by some particular (Y~ actually occur in A. Note that, if CY; has a dual 
label, the rule (0.2) then requires that I@],., = 0, too. 
P-matrix systems A and B are called isomorphic [with respect to 9, if 
there is any doubt] if B can be obtained from A by means of a finite number 
of Poperations. We use the notation A z B (wrt Y). 
EXAMPLES. We note that the skeletons for ordinary matrix equivalence 
and similarity are 
(0.4) equivalence: 
(Y* 
similarity: (Y r 
while the skeleton 9’ for simultaneous equivalence of pairs of matrices is the 
Q-term skeleton 
Simultaneous similarity of pairs of matrices is not one of the matrix 
problems we are considering, because its skeleton would require the “quadru- 
ple duality” 
In Section 1 we describe (without proof) the desired canonical form. In 
Section 2 we give three applications: (i) we show that-as with ordinary 
matrix similarity-if Ymatrix systems A and B over K become isomorphic 
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over a larger field, then they are already isomorphic over K; (ii) we observe 
that the Kronecker-Weierstrass theorem on simultaneous equivalence of pairs 
of matrices is an immediate consequence of the canonical form of Section I; 
(iii) we obtain the results of [7] and [B] and their variants that are needed in 
[5,61. 
The canonical form we give in Section 1 expresses an arbitrary Pmatrix 
system as a direct sum of two types of systems, called “deleted-cycle systems” 
and “block-cycle systems.” The proof that this decomposition is possible is 
given in Section 3. The basic idea of the proof is taken from [7]. In Section 4 
we show that deleted- and block-cycle systems are indecomposable-by 
showing that they have local endomorphism rings-and we establish their 
isomorphism invariants which were stated in Section 1. This turns out to be 
more complicated than one might expect, and makes use of Drozd’s idea of 
matrix morphisms [l]. It is ultimately a consequence of the theorem that if a 
square matrix X has only one invariant factor, then every matrix that 
commutes with X is a polynomial in X. Finally, in Section 5 we again use 
matrix morphisms to show the uniqueness of direct-sum decompositions of our 
matrix systems. Drozd claims that the proof of the Krull-Schmidt theorem for 
modules of finite length can be made to work in what he calls a “fully 
additive category,” and this more general version can then be specialized to 
matrix systems. We simplify this by associating modules with 9matrix 
systems in such a way that the Krull-Schmidt theorem itself applies. 
We remark that other, related matrix problems are considered in [2,9]. 
From an abstract point of view, the material in this paper is quite simple. 
However, the details are sufficiently complicated that the first published 
version of Kronecker’s theorem contained an important error, as did [7], 
corrected in [B]. It is hoped that the expository nature of this paper will serve 
as a useful introduction to readers interested in this type of matrix problem, 
and that the foregoing “haunted house” effect does not apply to the present 
paper. 
EXAMPLE. To close this introduction, we illustrate the sweeping-similar- 
ity operations by showing that the most naive possible solution of the 
simultaneous equivalence problem for matrix pairs leads naturally to consider- 
ation of sweeping operations. 
Let 9 be the matrix skeleton (0.5) and A = (A(l), A(2)} an Pmatrix 
system. Replacing A(1) and A(2) by P.A(l).Q and P.A(2).Q (and ignoring 
some degenerate cases), we obtain a new Pmatrix system of the form 
(0.7) A(2)= _;;_; . [ I 1 
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To see what further Operations can be performed on A without changing 
A(l), we introduce the new matrix skeleton 
It is obvious that all .Y’-operations leave A(1) unchanged. Moreover, every 
Y’operation, performed simultaneously on A(1) and A(2), is an Operation 
on A. Hence we can perform arbitrary 9”-operations on A(2). 
Thus we have reduced the original matrix problem (0.5) to the problem 
(0.8) which is “smaller” because the single matrix A(2) contains fewer entries 
than the original system A. 
In the presence of a suitable induction hypothesis, we could now complete 
the reduction of A. This illustrates the procedure used in Section 3 to prove 
our decomposition theorem. 
1. CANONICAL FORM 
Our canonical form is a type of incidence matrix of a graph. We begin our 
definitions by describing the graph. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (9graphs). Let Y be a matrix skeleton. An 9gruph 
G means a graph that is a disjoint union of simple paths, called “deleted 
cycles,” and loops, called “block cycles,” together with a labeling scheme for 
the vertices and edges. We now describe this in detail. For an example of an 
9graph see Diagram (1.1.5). 
Vertices of G. These consist of a finite number of points, each labeled by 
a block label (Y of Y. These vertex labels are required to satisfy 
(1.1.1) If (Y has a dual label a*, then [alo = Ia*Jc. 
That is, the number of vertices of G labeled by (Y equals the number labeled 
by (Y*. This corresponds to the requirement IaIA = la*l,, for Pmatrix systems. 
Note that we do not require every block label of 9 to actually occur in G. 
However, if ) (Y( G = 0, then condition (1.1.1) requires that I (Y* I c = 0 also. 
Edges of G. These consist of duality edges (indicated by dashed lines) 
and entry edges (indicated by solid lines). Each vertex is attached to at most 
one duality edge and at most one entry edge. 
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Duality edges. If block label (Y of Y has a dual label (Y*, then every 
vertex labeled by (Y must be connected by a duality edge to exactly one vertex 
labeled by (Y*. [This is possible by condition (l.l.l).] No other duality edges 
occur in G. 
Entry edges. Each entry edge connects a vertex labeled by a row label of 
some term _4”k of Y to a vertex labeled by a column label of that same Yk. 
Moreover, each entry edge is labeled by a square matrix (containing entries of 
the matrix system we will eventually build). One-by-one matrices are usually 
written merely as elements of K; and when displaying an Pgraph we usually 
omit edge labels that equal identity matrices. 
Every connected component of G must be what we call a “deleted-cycle” 
or a “block-cycle” graph. Within each connected component all edge labels 
must have the same size, called the subblock size of that component. 
A deleted-cycle graph means a simple connected path (without loops) in 
which duality edges alternate with entry edges. Thus, in any deleted cycle, 
the number of duality edges differs from the number of entry edges by, at 
most, one. [See Diagram (1.1.5).] We allow the extreme case of a single vertex 
and no edges. Each entry edge, in a deleted-cycle graph, is labeled by the 
one-by-one identity matrix (the label is usually not displayed explicitly, as 
mentioned above). 
Thus every deleted cycle graph has subblock size 1. 
A block-cycle graph means a loop in which duality edges alternate with 
entry edges. [See Diagram (1.1.5).] Th e vertex and edge labels must satisfy 
conditions (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) below (mostly nontriviality conditions, as we 
will see in Remarks 1.9): 
(1.1.2) The cycle of vertex labels is nonrepeated. 
We call a cycle of symbols nonrepeated if it cannot be obtained by going 
around a shorter cycle two or more times. For example, the cycle of symbols 
(x, y, x, y) is repeated; but (x, y, x, y, z) is nonrepeated. The cycle of labels 
in the loop in the graph (1.1.5), traced clockwise, is (/3*, (Y*, (Y, /3), and is 
nonrepeated. 
(1.1.3) In every block-cycle graph, all but one of the entry edges are labeled 
with the identity matrix I, (n the subblock size of the cycle). The 
exceptional edge label X(G) is also n by n, and is similar to the 
companion matrix of some power g(x)’ of an irreducible polynomial 
g(x) # x over K. [Hence X(G) is invertible.] 
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When n > 2, the exceptional label must be f I,, because I, is not similar 
to a companion matrix of the required type. When n = 1, the exceptional 
label can be any nonzero element a E K ( = the companion matrix of x - a ). 
There are no degenerate block-cycle graphs. However, we note that there 
is the extreme case of a loop consisting of two points, labeled by a block label 
and its dual, and joined by both an entry edge and a duality edge. 
For an example of an Pgraph, let 9’ be the matrix skeleton 
(1.1.4) ar’ p’? 
One possible Sgraph, consisting of two connected components, is 
(1.1.5) 
a* a P p* y p* R* (Y P 
)-------_ .-~-------*-~ 
1 1 
I 
t 1 
*_-------*_~ 
2 
Deleted cycle , 
Hlodi cyclr I 1 
0 (I ‘1, 
1 II I \ , 
‘\__ / / 
1.2 Matrix System Associated with G 
The first step in forming the Smatrix system associated with an 9graph 
G is to form the numbered graph G,,,,, whose purpose is to give each point 
, of G an individual name. To do this, let (Y be any vertex label that occurs in 
G, and suppose (Y occurs m times. Replace these occurrences of (Y by the 
symbols a(l), a(2), . . . , a(m). It does not matter which a-labeled point is 
numbered a(l), which is numbered a(2), and so on. However, if a point is 
numbered a(h), and if a has a dual label a*, then attach the label a*(h) to 
the point connected to a(h) by a duality edge. One possible way of 
numbering the vertex labels of the graph (1.1.5) is 
(1.2.1) 
a*(l) 41) P(1) 8*(l) -r(l) p*(2) rr’(2) lX(‘7) /<I?) 
)__---_-----~~--_-_-_-_----* . 7--------. 
: 
[ I7 0 ,I ‘, I I, : 
._____________________-----_----~’ 
Now we form the 9matrix system A associated with G. First form G,,,,,,, 
as described above. Let (Y be any vertex label, say a row label, that occurs in 
G. List all occurrences a(l), (u(2), . . . of (Y in G ,,,,,,,, and for each i let n(a(i)) 
be the subblock size of the block or deleted cycle in which o( i ) occurs. Let 
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A[rows CX( l)] denote the first n(a(1)) -1 b 1 d (Y a e e rows of A, let A[rows a(2)] 
denote the next n(ol(2)) a-labeled rows of A, and so on. Do the same for 
every vertex label that occurs in G. 
Finally, let A be the 9matrix system whose nonzero subblocks are 
specified by the entry edges of G,,,,,,, and whose other entries are all zero. 
Thus in 
(1.2.2) 
o(i) P(j) P(j) ff(i1 
. . 
(row) Y (col) Or 
yields A[a(i)xp(j)] =Y, 
the entry edge yields the subblock Y of A; and the coordinates of Y are a(i) 
and P(j). 
For example, the ymatrix system obtained from the graph (1.2.1) is 
(1.2.3) 
Because of the arbitrary numbering of points in G,,,,,,,, it is a slight abuse 
of terminology to refer to A as “the” matrix system associated with G. 
However, it is easy to prove: 
(1.2.4) Any two Pmatrix systems A and A’ associated with a given 
9graph G are permutation-isomorphic. 
By permutation-isomorphic which we mean that A’ can be obtained from A 
by means of similarity operations corresponding to multiplication by permuta- 
tion matrices. 
Degenerate Cases 
If an endpoint of a deleted-cycle graph has no attached entry edge, then it 
corresponds to a row or column of zeros of the associated matrix system. This 
can lead to a degenerate situation, as the following example shows. 
Let y be the matrix skeleton in (1.1.4) and let G consist of a single 
isolated vertex labeled by y. Then we consider the associated yematrix system 
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to consist of the single empty OX 1 matrix A(2)-empty because it has no 
rows. Its single column is labeled by y. It is necessary to deal with such 
systems because they can occur as parts of larger systems. For example, 
suppose the numbered graph (1.2.1) has an additional, isolated point labeled 
y(2). Then, in the matrix system (1.2.3), the matrix A(2) acquires an ad- 
ditional column of zeros (the second row of block y) but no additional rows. 
If G is any deleted- or block-cycle graph, we call its associated matrix 
system a deleted- or block-cycle system, respectively. 
Direct Sums 
Let G,, . . , G, be deleted- or block-cycle graphs, and let A I be the 
(deleted- or block-cycle) system associated with each G,. We define A = A, 
@ . . . @As, the direct sum of the systems A ,, to be the matrix system 
associated with the disjoint union G = G, U . . . U G,. This direct sum is well 
defined up to permutation isomorphism, as in (1.2.4). In Section 1.8 we 
observe that this definition extends the ordinary notion of the direct sum of 
matrices. We can now state our first main result (proved in Section 3). 
THEOREM 1.3 (Decomposition theorem). Every 9matrix system is iso- 
morphic to a direct sum of deleted- and block-cycle systems (i.e. it is s the 
system associated with some 9graph). 
We now state a sequence of uniqueness theorems that show the extent to 
which our decomposition is a canonical form. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Krull-Schmidt theorem). In any decomposition A g A, 
@ . . . @A,$ into a direct sum of deleted- and block-cycle systems, the sum- 
mands Ai are unique up to isomorphism and order of occurrence. 
In particular, deleted- and block-cycle systems are indecomposable. See 
Section 5. 
To complete our uniqueness theorems it now suffices to find a full set of 
invariants for the isomorphism class of deleted and block cycle systems. The 
first of these is easy to state. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Uniqueness of deleted cycles). Two deleted-cycle systems 
are isomorphic if and only if they have the same graph. Deleted-cycle systems 
are never isomorphic to block-cycle systems. 
The graph clearly determines the matrix system up to permutation 
isomorphism. For the remaining assertions, see Theorem 4.6. (Note: The 
second assertion is obvious by consideration of the ranks of the matrices 
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involved.) A more matrix-theoretic statement of the first assertion is easily 
seen to be: Two deleted cycle systems are isomorphic if and only if they are 
permutation-isomorphic. 
The uniqueness theorem for block-cycle systems is slightly more com- 
plicated than Theorem 1.5 because of the exceptional edge label X(G). The 
next proposition isolates the required facts. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A be a block-cycle system with associated 9graph 
G. The following changes can be made in X = X(G) without changing the 
isornorphism class of A: 
(i) Replace X by an arbitrary matrix P-‘XP similar to it. 
(ii) Zf, in Diagram (1.6.1) below, one of a and a* is a row label and the 
other is a column label, interchange X and 1. 
(iii) Zf, in Diagram (1.6.1), 01 and a* are both row labels or both column 
labels, replace X by I and I by X-‘. 
(1.6.1) 
x a 
~.~___---- 
a* z 
---- (three consecutive edges of G) 
The way to remember (ii) and (iii): If the edges labeled by X and I have 
the same row-column orientation, move X; if they have opposite orientations, 
invert X and then move it. 
Proof. We assume that (Y is a column label. (In the opposite case similar 
reasoning holds.) Similarity operations allow us to right-multiply X by any 
invertible matrix P provided we left- or right-multiply I by P- ’ or P 
respectively, according as (Y* is a row or column label. The two possibilities 
are 
(1.6.2) 
XP a a* P’ XP a a* I’ 
l _*---------~~~ .~*___------*_* 
(row) (co’) (row) (col) (row) (col) (Idol) (row) 
To prove statements (ii) and (iii) take P = X-‘, remembering that X is 
invertible because it is similar to the companion matrix of g(x)’ with g(x) 
irreducible and z x. 
To prove (i), first reach one of the situations shown in (1.6.2). Another 
similarity operation, involving multiplication by P or P- ‘, reaches one of the 
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following situations: 
(1.6.3) 
SP a a* I P ’ SP a a* I P 
M-----o-.---._---._* .-------~_---~--_-*_* 
(row) (ml) (row) (Cd) (mv) (cd) (cd) (I.ow) 
Note that, as in (1.6.2) P- ’ appears when the last edge has the same 
row-column orientation as the first edge, while P appears when the orienta- 
tions are opposite. Thus, continuing around the cycle eventually replaces XP 
by P- ‘XP, as desired. n 
In view of Proposition 1.6, we can attach the exceptional edge label to 
any entry edge we wish (but moving it might require replacing X by X-i). 
THEOREM 1.7 (Uniqueness of block cycles). Let A and A’ be block-cycle 
systems associated with Yegraphs G and G’ respectively. Then A s A’ if and 
only if: 
(i) G = G’, except for edge labels; and 
(ii) When the exceptional edge labels are attached to the same edge of G 
and G’, X(G) is similar to X(G’). 
Note that the phrase “same edge of , . . ” in (ii) only makes sense when (i) 
holds. The part of the theorem not covered in Proposition 1.6 is proved in 
Section 4. 
DEFINITION 1.8 (Direct sums: second definition). Let A and B be 
9matrix systems. We define the direct sum A@B to be the 9matrix system 
obtained by first forming, for each k, the matrix 
(1.8.1) 
Then permute the rows of (1.8.1) together with their block labels, in such a 
way that for each row-block label (Y the a-labeled rows of (A@B)( k) consist 
of the a-labeled rows of A(k) followed by the a-labeled rows of B(k). Then 
do the analogous column permutation of (1.8.1). 
This generalizes the ordinary direct sum of (unlabeled) matrices A(k) and 
B(k), which is simply the matrix (1.8.1). Moreover, our new definition is 
easily seen to agree with the definition given just before Decomposition 
Theorem 1.3. when A and B are in canonical form. 
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Two degenerate cases are worth mentioning explicitly. Let Y be the 
one-matrix skeleton 
(1.8.2) 
The one-byone system A = A(1) h s own above is indecomposable (a 
deleted-cycle system whose graph consists of two vertices joined by a duality 
edge), but B is the direct sum of the 1 X 0 system whose empty row is labeled 
by fi, and the 0 X 1 system whose empty column is labeled by y. 
1.9. Remarks 
We close this section by showing the way in which the “companion-matrix” 
and “nonrepeatedness” conditions for block cycles [see (1.1.3) and (1.1.2)] are 
related to the uniqueness theorems. Let G be a block-cycle graph as shown: 
a2* a2 aj 
(I .9.1) ~~___~_______.---- 
a ,I, fiT 
. . . \ \ 
i 
\___________________------_---__-_-------------------~----~~~~ 
The companion-matrix condition to which we refer is that X = X(G) is 
similar to the companion matrix of g(x)“, where g(x) is irreducible and # x. 
[See Condition (1.1.3).] Let X be any square matrix. We can still form the 
matrix system A(S) associated with (1.9.1). By the proof of Proposition 1.6 we 
do not change the isomorphism class of A(X) if we replace X within its 
similarity class. So we can suppose X = Xi@ . . . @X,,,, where each Xi is the 
companion matrix of some power g i( x) e(i) of an irreducible polynomial g i( x ). 
If m > 1, it is easily seen that A(X) is the direct sum of the systems 
A( Xi) obtained from (1.9.1) by replacing X with Xi. Thus the condition that 
g(x) is irreducible is an indecomposability condition without which the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem would fail. On the other hand, if m = 1 but g(x) = ;r, 
A(X) becomes a deletedcycle system. It is not convenient to think of these as 
special cases of block-cycle systems, because in deleted cycle systems X 
cannot be moved from edge to edge, as in Proposition 1.6(ii) and (iii). 
We explain the relation between the nonrepeatedness condition (1.1.2) 
and the uniqueness theorem 1.7 by an example. Let Y be the skeleton for 
ordinary matrix similarity, with row label (Y* and column label (Y. Consider a 
graph G’ whose cycle of vertex labels is the repeated cycle (a*, OL, (Y*, a). This 
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graph, when numbered, can take the form 
(1.9.2) 
a*(1) 42) a*(2) 41) 
G' 
11,111, : 
, . 
I 
(0 + x E K). 
I x 1 : 
The matrix system associated with (1.9.2) is the same as the matrix system 
associated with numbered graph 
a*(l) 41) 
(1.9.3) 
Thus, by allowing (1.9.2) as an pgraph we would lose uniqueness of the 
graph associated with a block-cycle system. Moreover, if - x has a square 
root in K, the matrix X is not indecomposable under similarity. So block-cycle 
systems would not all be indecomposable if we allowed “repeated” graphs 
like (1.9.2) to be Ygraphs. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we first show that isomorphism of matrix systems is 
independent of the particular field K, as long as K is large enough to contain 
all the entries of the systems involved. Hence, unless one is interested in 
studying which systems are indecomposable, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming K to be algebraically closed, enabling a Jordan canonical form to be 
used for each exceptional edge label X(G). The proof is carried out, as with 
ordinary matrix similarity, by means of a rational canonical form for 9matrix 
systems that may be of some interest in its own right. 
Next we show that the Kronecker-Weierstrass theorem is an immediate 
consequence of the results of Section 1. Finally we derive the variant of 
results of Nazarova and Roiter that was stated without proof in [5,6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose 9matrix systems A and B, with entries in a field 
K, are isomorphic over some larger field. Then A = B over K. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A can be put into a canonical 
form-slightly different from the form given in Section l-that remains a 
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canonical form over any larger field. This is accomplished, as in ordinary 
matrix similarity, by eliminating all reference to irreducibility of polynomials, 
and is carried out in Definition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Rational canonical form). For each possible block cycle 
graph G, ignoring edge labels, choose one entry edge and call it the canonical 
exceptional-entry edge. Thus if G and H are block-cycle graphs, and G = H 
ignoring edge labels, then G and H have the same canonical exceptional-entry 
edge. 
A composite block cycle 9graph G means the modification of an ordinary 
block-cycle graph obtained by changing the requirement that X(G) be similar 
to the companion matrix of g(r)” with g(x) irreducible and # x. Instead we 
require: 
(2.2.1) X(G) equals the companion matrix of some nonconstant polynomial 
h(x) not divisible by x, and X(G) labels the canonical exceptional- 
entry edge of G. 
Note that condition (2.2.1) broadens the collection of similarity classes 
represented by the matrices X(G); but the representative of each similarity 
class and the location of X(G) in G have been made as rigid as possible. 
A composite block-cycle system means the matrix system associated with a 
composite block-cycle graph. 
An Ymatrix system A is said to be in rational canonical form if 
A = CBiAi, where each Ai is a deleted or composite block-cycle system with 
associated graph Gi, and where we have 
(2.2.2) If Gi and Gj are block-cycle graphs, and Gi = Gj ignoring edge 
labels, then the characteristic polynomial of one of X( G,) and X( Gj) 
divides the other. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
(i) Every 9matrix system (over K) is isomorphic to a system in rational 
canonical form. 
(ii) Let A = 03 iAj be in rational canonical form, and Gi the 9graph 
associated with each Ai. Then the unordered collection of graphs { Gi} is a 
full set of invariants for the isomorphism class of A. 
Note. In interpreting statement (ii) of the theorem, remember that labels 
of the points of Gi and the exceptional edge label X(G,) are all considered to 
be parts of the graph Gi. 
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Proof Let B be the matrix system associated with a composite block- 
cycle graph G. For any nonconstant polynomial h(x) not divisible by x, let 
B(h) be the matrix system obtained by replacing X(G) with the companion 
matrix of h(r). We claim that 
(2.3.1) B(h)= @ B(h,) 
for any factorization h = FI jh, of h into relatively prime, nonconstant factors. 
Formula (2.3.1) is well known when 9’ is ordinary matrix similarity, and the 
reduction to this case is provided by (the proof of) Proposition 1.6(i). 
Formula (2.3.1) makes it possible to convert the rational canonical form of 
a matrix system to the canonical form of Section 1. For the opposite 
conversion, first use Proposition 1.6 to put exceptional edge labels into the 
canonical position, then use formula (2.3.1). Therefore Theorem 2.3 follows 
immediately from the decomposition and uniqueness results of Section 1. n 
The next application is to classify pairs of matrices under simultaneous 
equivalence, that is, transformations of the form (A, B) + (PAQ, PBQ) with 
P and Q invertible. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Kronecker-Weierstrass). (i) Every matrix pair can be 
transformed, under simultaneous equivalence, to a direct sum of pairs (A, B) 
of the forms (2.4.1))(2.4.2’), with n > 0, and at most one pair of the form 
(2.4.3). (ii) A full set of invariants for the simultaneous equivalence class of 
such a direct sum is the similarity class of the matrix B in (2.4.3) together 
with the unordered collection of pairs (2.4.1))(2.4.2’) that occur in the sum 
(each counted as often as it occurs). 
(2.4.1) 
(2.4.1’) 
(2.4.2) 
transposes of the matrices in (2.4.1) , 
(2.4.2’) 
(2.4.3) 
interchange A and B in (2.4.2)) 
A=Z,, B = any invertible matrix. 
Note. It is important not to forget the meaning of n = 0 in direct 
summands of types (2.4.1) and (2.4.1’). A direct summand of the form (2.4.1) 
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with n = 0, adds a row of zeros, but no columns, to each of the matrices A 
and B. Similarly, summands of type (2.4.1’) add pairs of columns of zeros. 
Proof. The theorem is trivial if A and B are invertible, for then 
A ‘(A, B) has the form (2.4.3); and (I,, B) is clearly simultaneously equiv- 
alent to (I,, , C) if and only if Z3 is similar to C. Thus the substance of the 
theorem is the reduction to this case. 
We are solving the matrix problem determined by the skeleton 9 in (0.5). 
So an arbitrary matrix pair (A, B) is isomorphic to a direct sum of deleted- 
and block-cycle pairs (Theorem 1.3). 
The Pmatrix system associated with numbered graph 
(2.4.4) 
41) a*(l) P*(l) P(l) 42) a*(2) 8*(n) B(n) a(n+l) a*(17 +I) 
)------*-*------~-*---__--t_ _______~~~______~ 
is the system (2.4.1). Interchanging (Y and /? whenever they occur in (2.4.4) 
yields the system (2.4.1’). Omitting points e( n + 1) and a*( n + l), together 
with their attached edges, yields the system (2.4.2) with n in place of n + 1. 
Finally, interchanging (Y and p in this last situation, starring the unstarred 
labels, and unstarring the starred labels, yields (2.4.2’). 
To complete the proof of the decomposition part of the theorem we show 
that these possibilities exhaust all possible (unnumbered) deleted-cycle graphs 
G. Note first that the outside (i.e. leftmost and rightmost) edges in G must be 
duality edges, because every point must be connected to a dual-labeled point 
by a duality edge. In particular, if G has only one edge, that edge must be a 
duality edge. Since each of A and B has only one row label and one column 
label, we conclude that G is completely determined by the following data: 
The labels of the outside points of G; and the number of points of G. 
A little experimentation shows that only possible labels for the outside 
points of G are: LY, cy*; CX,~; /?, fi*, (Y*, p*. Note that we are able to write 
each label pair in alphabetical order because drawing a graph backwards does 
not change the graph itself. The matrix pairs resulting from these outside-label 
pairs are easily seen to be (2.4.1), (2.4.2), (2.4.1’), (2.4.2’) respectively. 
The Krull-Schmidt theorem also gives uniqueness, up to isomorphism, of 
the blockcycle terms that occur, and hence of their direct sum (A’, B’). Since 
both A’ and B’ are invertible (by the definition of a block-cycle system), we 
have now achieved the desired reduction to the situation described in the first 
paragraph of this proof. H 
APPLICATION 2.5. We solve a matrix problem whose answer was stated 
without proof and used in [5] and [6]. It is a slight generalization of the main 
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matrix-theoretic result of [7] as corrected in [B]. Parts of the following 
discussion assume familiarity with the terminology of [5, Section 81 or [6, 
Section 51. 
Let Y be the 2-term matrix skeleton in 
(Each pi = some a$,,.) 
To connect this with the notation of [5,6] and to display our canonical 
form more pictorially, think of each block label as appearing several times: 
once next to each row or column that it labels. Then we define a new matrix 
operation as follows: 
(2.5.2) A display operation on an Ymatrix system F means a permutation 
of the rows of F,, together with their labels, and a permutation of the 
rows of F,, together with their labels, done in such a way that the 
rows of each submatrix F,[rows ei] and F,[rows pi] remain un- 
changed. 
In other words, display operations can arbitrarily intersperse the labeled rows 
of various blocks among each other, but these operations do not change the 
relative order of the rows within each block. In particular, as a result of a 
display operations, the rows of each block do not occur consecutively in F, 
and F,. 
Suppose a display operation is done to an Ymatrix system F, resulting in 
a labeled matrix system F’. Then F can be recovered from F’ by merely 
restoring the row blocks to the order specified in (2.5.1). Thus the only 
significance of display operations is to affect the appearance of a matrix 
system. 
Let a(i) and b(i) be the labels of row i of F, and F2. respectively, in an 
n-rowed 9matrix system F. Thus each a(i) equals some aj, and each b(i) 
equals some pi. By means of a display operation we can transform F to a 
system F’ consisting of matrices A and B with row labels a(l), a(2), . . . , a(n) 
and b(l), b(2), . . . , b(n) respectively, such that 
(2.5.3) a(i)* = b(i) for each i. 
In fact, we can usually do this in many ways. We can then display F’ in the 
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form F’= [A, B,c], where A is F, and B is F, with their row labels deleted, 
and c is the column whose ith entry is the ordered pair [a(i), a(i)*]. We call 
such a rearranged 9matrix system a weighted pair, and we call c the column 
of weights, as is done in [5,6]. 
In [5,6] an equivalence relation is defined between weighted pairs that is 
essentially the same as isomorphism with respect to 9’. More precisely, a 
weighted pair is called equivalent to [A, B,c] if it can be obtained from 
[A, B,c] by means of the following operations, called W-operations: Any 
goperation-these are called operations (W-l)-(W-3B) in [5, and 6]-and 
operation (W-4): “Permute the rows of the entire matrix [A, B, cl.” We claim: 
(2.5.4) Let E and F be Yematrix systems, and let E’ and F’ be weighted 
pairs obtained from E and F by display operations. Then E and F 
are isomorphic 9matrix systems if and only if E’ and F’ are 
equivalent weighted pairs. 
Since all %perations are also Waperations, it suffices to deal with 
operation (W-4). Now, every row permutation is a product of interchanges of 
consecutive rows. If the consecutive rows belong to the same row block, then 
their interchange is a similarity operation because the interchange of equal 
row labels can be omitted. Such (W-4) operations can be ignored, because 
they are already in our list of operations. If the consecutive rows belong to 
different row blocks, then their interchange is a display operation, and can be 
ignored when considering 9isomorphism, because it affects only E’ and F’, 
not E and F. 
Canonical Form. Using (2.5.4), we can obtain the needed canonical form 
for weighted pairs by suitably interpreting the decomposition and uniquness 
theorems of Section 1. By the decomposition theorem every 9matrix system 
is isomorphic to a direct sum of deleted- and block-cycle systems; and the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem shows that the terms in such a sum are unique up to 
isomorphism and order of occurrence. Thus all that remains is to display a 
canonical form for deleted- and block-cycle systems, in the form of weighted 
pairs. We illustrate this by discussing the deleted-cycle case. 
Let F be a deleted-cycle 9matrix system, and G its associated 9graph. 
Since every label in Y has a dual label, every vertex of G is attached to a 
duality edge. In particular, this is true of the two endpoints. Thus G (with its 
labels omitted) has the form 
(2.5.5) . . . l ---------------.- .__-__ ____- - ----_____-~ 
We illustrate one specific type of system: the one that begins with an 
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a-labeled vertex and ends with a y-labeled vertex. Here the labels of the 
vertices must be as in 
* 
(2.5.6) 
ai Ly$1) Y Y 92) Y 
)__-----*~___-~---- -----_* 
. . . 
Number the various types of vertices from left to right, and then use display 
operations to list the labeled rows of [A, B, c] in the order in which they occur 
in (2.5.6). This produces the weighted pair 
(2.5.7) 
A= 
Note that we have split the column c into two parts, placing each part next to 
the matrix (A or B) to which it applies. 
The other types of deleted- and block-cycle systems needed in [5,6] are 
obtained similarly, and the required uniqueness statements about individual 
deleted- and block-cycle systems follow from Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 and the 
fact that the graph G is easily recovered from the indecomposable systems we 
have just constructed. 
REMARKS 2.6. An easier approach to the matrix problem in [6] would be 
to use the results of Section 1 to give an immediate solution of the 4-matrix 
problem in [6, 4.5, 4.61 and then accommodate the global condition [6, 4.7(b)] 
by means of [6, Lemma 5.51. This was not done here because it would require 
rewriting several parts of [6]. 
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
In this section we prove Decomposition Theorem 1.3, which states that 
every 9matrix system A is isomorphic to a direct sum of deleted- and 
block-cycle systems. The proof is by induction on the total number of entries 
in all the matrices A(k) of A. So we suppose that the theorem is true for all 
systems with fewer entries than A. 
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From now on Y is a fixed matrix skeleton and A is a fixed 9matrix 
system. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Unsweepable block). We can assume that some matrix 
A(k) contains a nonzero entry. Changing notation if necessary, we have 
A( 1) # 0. Let [rows e] be the topmost nonzero row block of A(l), as shown in 
Diagram (3.1.1). Then let [cols /3] be the leftmost column block of A(1) that 
has nonzero entries in [rows CX]. 
We call the submatrix [a x /3] of the system A the unsweepable block of 
A(l), because it cannot be changed by the sweeping operations. Note that 
rows and columns are not treated symmetrically in this definition: rows (Y are 
selected before columns j3. The form of A(1) is 
(3.1.1) 
P 
[(Y x /3] = unsweepable block. 
For simplicity of notation, we assume from now on that no rows of zeros 
occur above [rows CX]. Any such rows that do occur must remain zero 
throughout the reduction process. (But their dual rows or columns, if any, 
might participate more actively in the reduction.) The contribution of such a 
row, at the end of the reduction, will be to add another point and duality 
edge to a deleted cycle, or to add a single isolated point (a degenerate deleted 
cycle), as the reader can easily verify in a second reading of this proof. 
The proof now splits into two cases. If LX* = p, the unsweepable block 
[(Y X p] is unique up to similarity. If (Y* f p (possibly because (Y has no dual 
block), [(Y X p] is unique up to equivalence. 
SIMILARITY CASE 3.2. (LY* = p). By means of similarity operations we 
put [a x a*] into its “primary rational canonical form”; that is, we write 
[(Y x a*] as a direct sum of companion matrices of powers g(x)” of irreducible 
polynomials g(x) over our field K. Note that such a companion matrix is 
nonsingular except if g(x) = r. This provides a decomposition [(Y x a*] = N@ S 
where N is nonsingular and S is singular; in fact, S is nilpotent. 
First consider the case that N actually occurs. Then we use the sweeping 
operations, together with invertibility of N, to “sweep out” the rows and 
columns containing N, replacing their entries by zeros except for N itself, 
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thus: 
0; N: 0; 0 
(3.2.1) A(1) = a 5-r-,-I-j-r-; 1 (ff*=P) __L__~___~__ *I 01 *I * 
Writing h' = G3 ,!= INi where each N, is the companion matrix of some g(x)” 
with g(x) irreducible and # X, we see that A is the direct sum of the t 
block-cycle systems whose graphs are 
(Y (Y* 
. . 
(3.2.2) N, : 
together with the Ymatrix system A’ obtained by deleting the rows and 
columns of A( 1) occupied by N. Since A’ can be decomposed by induction, 
the case that N actually occurs in (3.2.1) is now complete. 
We can now suppose [a x a*] = S, that is, [a X a*] 
- one row 
In more detail, we can suppose [a x a*] = C( r( l))@C( r(2))@ . . . , where 
r(1) > r(2) > . . . . 
Now sweep out the rows and columns containing these identity matrices 
I, obtaining the blocks of zeros called O,,O,,. . . in (3.2.4). Ignore the 
parenthetical labels (Y,, cy:, y, y* for the moment. 
Z r(1) 
0 
1 0 
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Derived System A’. We now define a matrix skeleton 9” and an 9”-matrix 
system A’ that has fewer entries than A, so that the decomposition of A’ can 
be accomplished by induction. 
Form A’( 1) by deleting all rows and columns of A(1) that pass through 
the identity matrices Zrcij in (3.2.4). Let each other A’(k) = A(k). Form the 
new matrix skeleton 9” from 9’ by deleting labels (Y and (Y* and replacing 
them by new labels oi and Q:, using a distinct subscript i for each distinct 
size of identity matrix Zrcij occurring in (3.2.4). 
Label A’(1) as in (3.2.5), where y = (pi if r(l) = r(2), but y = (~a if 
r( 1) > r(2). Note that the nondual row and column of (3.2.4) containing X, 
and Y, become dual in (3.2.5); that is, Xi and Y, are in the first row and 
column of blocks (pi and o: respectively, in (3.2.5). Similar comments apply 
to Xp, Ya, and so on. 
(3.2.5) A’( 1) = 
x, ai 
x2 y il * 
Finally, we make sure that the sweeping order in 9’: is clear. For rows of 
A’( 1): (pi sweeps (Ye sweeps.. . , and all these sweep all subsequent row blocks. 
For columns of A’(1): The unnamed columns before aT sweep all subsequent 
column blocks, a; sweeps az sweeps.. . , and all these sweep all subsequent 
column blocks. We now prove: 
(3.2.6) Every 9”-sweeping operation and similarity operation on A’ can be 
obtained by a sequence of Poperations on A that preserves the form 
(3.2.4) of A(1). 
Before proving (3.2.6) we clarify its meaning by pointing out something 
that it does not say. It is conceivable that (3.2.6) does not list all possible 
operations on A’ that can be performed by means of %perations on A that 
preserve the form (3.2.4) of A(1). This does not matter in what follows. 
Basic computation. Choose any .a E K. Then left-multiply the first r(l) 
+ 1 + r(2) + 1 rows of (3.2.4) by the square matrix P given by 
(3.2.7) 
I 
. 
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More completely, left-multiply [rows a] by P@Z, for suitable s. This replaces 
X, by X, + ax,, as shown in (3.2.8). It also alters the zero block under Zr(ij 
as shown in (3.2.8). The similarity fiperations on A(1) now require us to 
right-multiply [cols a*] of (3.2.8) by (P $ I)- ’ = P- ’ CB 1. We obtain P- ’ by 
writing - a in place of a in (3.2.7). The computation now splits into two 
cases. 
Sweeping. Suppose r(1) > r(2), so y = (~a in (3.2.8). Then the column 
operations performed by right multiplication by Pm ’ replace uZrt2) by 0 in 
(3.2.8). One additional change occurs in (3.2.8): since r(l) > r(2), column 
- uY, is added to one of the columns of 0,. But since [rows a] sweep all 
succeeding row blocks of A(l), we can use Zr(iJ to change - uY, back to 
zero, thus showing that (Y, sweeps the first cY,-labeled row in (3.2.5). Similarly 
(pi sweeps all other cw,-labeled rows in (3.2.5). 
Similarity. Suppose r(1) = r(2), so y = (pi in (3.2.8). Then right multipli- 
cation by P- ‘, as above, replaces uZ,(a, by zero and replaces Y, by Y, - uY,. 
This special case shows (with only minor changes of notation) that [rows ai] 
of (3.2.5) can be left-multiplied by any elementary matrix Eij(u) (i # j) 
provided we also right-multiply [cols a:] by Eij(u)-‘. 
Recall that every invertible matrix over a field is a product of elementary 
matrices Eii(u) (i f j) and a diagonal matrix of the form 
(3.2.9) D=diag(u,l,l,..., 1) (u + 0). 
Therefore to complete the proof that [rows ai] of (3.2.5) can be left-multi- 
plied by any invertible matrix P provided we also right-multiply [cols a:] by 
P- 1, it suffices to consider the case P = D. In other words, we want to 
replace X, by aXi while replacing Y, by Y,u-‘. To do this, left-multiply the 
first r(l)+ 1 cY,-labeled rows of (3.2.4) by 
Q=diag(u,u,...,u) 
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and then right-multiply the first r(l)+ 1 a:-labeled columns of (3.2.4) by 
Q- ‘. 
All remaining Y’operations are analogous to the above ones or are 
%perations that can be done directly in (3.2.5). This completes the proof of 
(3.2.6). 
Since the matrix (3.2.5) has fewer entries than A(l), we can use induction 
to transform the system A’, by means of Y’operations, to a direct sum of 
deleted- and block-cycle systems, that is, the matrix system associated with a 
disjoint union of deleted- and block-cycle SP’-graphs. Suppose this has been 
done. To put A itself into the desired form, we simultaneously permute 
A[rows a] and A[cols a], a similarity %peration. But before doing so, we 
describe the 9graph associated with A that will result from these permuta- 
tions. 
Start with the 9”-graph G’, and then construct an Ygraph G as follows. 
The new labels oi cannot label vertices of an Ygraph, since (Y, is not a label 
of 9. Each time the configuration 
(3.2.10) ai a: t--------~ 
occurs in a deleted cycle or block cycle of G’, replace it with the configura- 
tion 
(3.2.11) 
a a* a a* a a* a a* 
)------_-*--_- -----_C---• 
. . . [ T( i ) solid edges] . 
The resulting graph G is again a disjoint union of deleted cycles and block 
cycles: the only nontrivial fact to check is that each block cycle of G satisfies 
the nonrepeatedness condition 1.1.2, which we now check. 
Note that G’ does not contain any entry edge of the form 
(3.2.12) a: “i . . 
because of the zeros in the upper left comer of the matrix (3.2.5). 
Next we claim: G’ can be recovered j?om G by replacing every maximal 
configuration of the form (3.2.11) by (3.2.10). Here, maximal means “not 
contained in any larger configuration of the form (3.2.11).” Since (Y is not a 
label in G’, all occurrences of (Y in G arise by replacement of configurations 
(3.2.10) by (3.2.11) so it suffices to show that every configuration (3.2.11) 
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that arises in this way is maximal. But a nonmaximal configuration (3.2.11) 
can only arise if two configurations (3.2.10) are joined by an entry edge of the 
form (3.2.12), and we have shown such edges do not occur. 
Now suppose that the sequence of vertex labels of some block-cycle 
subgraph B of G can be obtained by u > 1 repetitions of the sequence of 
labels of some shorter cycle C. If (Y does not appear in B, then B = B’; and 
this violates the nonrepeatedness condition in G’. So we can suppose that (Y 
appears in B. The sequence of vertex labels of C can be chosen to start at any 
vertex of B. Make the choice so that it starts at the (Y endpoint of some 
maximal configuration (3.2.11) and continues in the direction from (Y to (Y*. 
We claim that the sequence of vertex labels in C properly contains that in 
(3.2.11). If not, then every vertex label in B is either (Y or (Y*, and we reach 
the contradiction that every entry edge in B’ has the form shown in (3.2.12). 
The vertex sequence of C does not end with a: or a*, because we could 
then extend the configuration (3.2.11) to the left and contradict its maximal- 
ity. Therefore, constructing a new sequence C’ from C the same way that B’ 
is recovered from B shows that B’ consists of u > 1 repetitions of C’, contrary 
to nonrepeatedness of B’. 
Now we describe the simultaneous permutation of A[rows a] and A[rows 
a*] that allows us to obtain G from G’. Suppose the row and column of the 
matrix (3.2.5) containing X, and Y,, respectively, occur as part of a deleted or 
block cycle with subblock size n (n = 1 for deleted cycles). The trouble is 
that, when n > 1, the rows X,, . . . , X, of this subblock are separated by rows 
of zeros in (3.2.4)-where we are assuming r(l) = r(2) = . . = r( n ) and 
“1=-Y= ... (n equal labels). The same applies to columns Y,, . . . , Y,,. 
To put the first n. [ r( 1) + l] o-labeled rows and cY*-labeled columns of the 
matrix (3.2.4) into the form shown in (3.2.13), permute these rows and 
columns as follows: First list the columns containing Y,,. . . , Y,,, then the 
column of (3.2.4) passing through the first column of each of O,,O,, . , . , then 
the second column of O,, O,, . . . , and so on; finally, apply this same permuta- 
tion to the first n. [ r( 1) + l] o-labeled rows. 
(3.2.13) 
First n[r(l)+l] 
a-labeled rows 
First n[r(l)+l] 
a *-1&&d columns 
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The form of the first n[r(l) + I] rows and columns of (3.2.4) now 
corresponds to the replacement of the configuration (3.2.10) by (3.2.11) in the 
formation of graph G from G’. 
To complete the reduction of the system A to canonical form we repeat 
the above procedure for every subblock of A(1) whose rows and columns 
have become separated: a-labeled rows and a*-labeled columns that belong to 
block cycle subgraphs with subblock size > 1. 
EQUIVALENCE CASE 3.3. (cr* # p-possibly because (Y has no dual). 
Here the unsweepable block [a X fi] displayed in (3.1.1) can be replaced by 
any matrix in its equivalence class. The matrix we use depends on whether 
labels (Y and /3 are of the same or opposite types as their duals. We say that 
two labels are of the same type if both of them label rows or both of them 
label columns; otherwise we say they are of opposite types. 
Suppose, for definiteness, that both (Y and p have duals, and that (Y and 
(Y* are of the same type while /3 and p* are of opposite types. Then, as shown 
in (3.3.1), we put [(Y X p] into SW (“southwest”) canonical form, and sweep 
out the rows and columns of A(1) that pass through I, obtaining the matrices 
0, and 0,. [Note. (3.3.1) does not show any rows or columns of (3.1.1) that 
precede blocks (Y and j3.1 
(3.3.1) A(l)= a 
[rows a*] = 
4 (4) 
[ 1 U, (%) 
[rows /3*] = [ :] i$;al) 
Now construct a matrix skeleton 9” and an Y’-matrix system A’ as 
follows. To form A’ delete all rows and columns of A(1) that pass through I. 
To form 9” delete labels (Y and j3, and introduce the new labels shown in 
parentheses in (3.3.1). Note that, since p and p* are of opposite types, we do 
the partition of [rows /3*] “backwards,” as shown in (3.3.1), in order to get 
appropriate Y’-sweeping operations. 
We now prove that every Y’operation on A’ can be accomplished by 
Poperations on A that preserve the form (3.3.1) of A(1). 
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at sweeps oz. We want to replace Us by U, + LU,, where L is a matrix 
with exactly one nonzero entry. Let 
(3.3.2) pz I O 
[ 1 L I’ 
9similarity operations permit us to left-multiply [rows CY*] by P, as desired, 
provided we also left-multiply [rows a] by P. This latter multiplication leaves 
[a x fi] unchanged, but replaces 0, by LX. However LX can be “swept” 
back to 0, by using I. 
& sweeps /3:. Left-multiply [rows p*] by P and right-multiply [cols /3] 
by Pm I, then sweep downward with I. 
New 9”-Similarity Operation: & = a;. We want to replace Us and V, 
by PU, and PV, with P an arbitrary invertible matrix. To do this, left-multi- 
ply [rows a*] and [rows a] by Z@P, with Z an appropriate identity matrix. 
This changes U, to PU, but spoils the form of A(1) by changing I to P. To 
correct this, right-multiply [cols /3] by P- ’ @I, and also left-multiply 
[rows /3*] by (P-‘@I)-‘= P@Z. This chages V, to PV, as desired. 
Slight modifications of the above procedure will handle other possible 
combinations of same and opposite types, as well as the situations where cx 
and/or p have no duals. Note that different combinations of same and 
opposite types result in different placement of Z in [e X /?I. Some degenerate 
cases can also occur, for example, [a X /3] = 1. 
Since A’ has fewer entries than A, we can use induction to transform A’ 
to the matrix system (which we again call A’) associated with an 9”-graph 
G’, a disjoint union of deleted and block cycle Y’-graphs. We claim that A is 
now the matrix system associated with an Ygraph G, which we proceed to 
describe. 
To construct G from G’ remove all labels that do not belong to Y and 
replace them by incorporating what one might call the “graph of [a x /3]” 
into 6’. In more detail, for the specific situation (3.3.1) being considered, 
make the following replacements throughout G’: 
a1 6 
L-_-_-4 by .!L(Y: 
*_ 
(3.3.3) a2 a2 
-/32 
~-_--_~ 
by da Pb* 
~-__.~---~ 
Pl PF by ,_-__-y P *----* 
This inserts into G one entry edge with vertex labels LY/? for each nonzero 
entry of the matrix [cx x p] in (3.3.1). 
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The details of this claim (which we omit because of the resemblance to the 
similarity case) complete the proof of the decomposition theorem. 
4. INVARIANTS OF DELETED AND BLOCK CYCLES 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, which give the isomor- 
phism invariants of deleted- and blockcycle systems. We also prove that these 
systems are indecomposable. The symbol 9 denotes a fixed, but arbitrary, 
matrix skeleton. 
4.1. Category of Y-Matrices 
Consider two Pmatrix systems A and B, and two families { FL(k)} and 
{ FR(k)} of matrices, such that for each k, 
(4.1.1) FL(k)S(k)=A(k).FR(k). 
For each k the number of rows of FL(k) equals the number of rows of A(k), 
so we can use the row-block labels of A(k) to label row blocks of F’,(k). 
Similarly we can use row-block labels of B(k) to label the columns of FL(k). 
Analogous comments apply to the labeling of FR(k). 
Let (Y and p label row blocks of A(k) and B(k) respectively. We write 
F[a X p] for the submatrix of FL(k) labeled by rows (Y and columns p. For 
emphasis we sometimes write FL[a x p] or F’*(k)[a x /3], but the L and k 
are both unnecessary, since OL and j3 determine k and the choice of L 
versus R. 
We call labels ar and p comparable if for some k, they are both row labels 
or both column labels of ,4pk. “Comparable” reminds us that either (Y = /3 or 
one of these sweeps the other. Note that the labels LY and p in the previous 
paragraph are comparable. 
Motivated by Drozd’s definition in [ 11, we define a morphism f: B + A to 
consist of two indexed families of matrices {FL(k)} and { F’(k)} such that 
condition (4.1.1) above, and conditions (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) below, hold. 
(4.1.2) Triangularity condition: No backward sweeping. More precisely: for 
comparable labels (Y and j3, such that LY sweeps p: 
If (Y, j3 are row labels in Y, then F L[ (Y x fi] = 0 (block lower 
triangular). 
If (Y, p are column labels in 9, then FR[ j? x a] = 0 (block upper 
triangular). 
The redundant superscripts L and R are used in condition 4.1.2 to emphasize 
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which of the matrices F’j k) are block upper triangular, and which are block 
lower triangular. Note that row labels cx and /3 in Y actually label both row 
and column blocks of FL. 
(4.1.3) Simihity condition: F [ a X a] = F [ a* X a*] for all (Y. 
We call f: A -+ A the identity morphism if every F”(k) and every FA( k) is 
an identity matrix, and we write this as f = 1, or merely f = 1. 
Let f: B + A and g: C + B be morphisms. Then, because of the triangu- 
larity condition, it is easily seen that we can define fg : C + A to be the 
morphism whose associated matrices are F’,( k).G’,( k) and GH( k).F’( k), 
with appropriate labeling. In particular, we call f: B + A an isomorphism if 
there is a morphism g : A --) B such that fg = 1, and gf = 1 a. 
It is easily verified that A 3 B, in the sense of the previous paragraph, if 
and only if A z B in the sense of the Introduction. The main thing to notice 
is that because of the triangularity condition we have 
(4.1.4) 
F~+x~].G~~[~x~]=(FG)~~[~x~] (for every row label a) 
and an analogous relation GR. F A = ( FG)R holds for column labels. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (Relation << ). The second idea needed for our unique- 
ness proofs is a relation, written a, between points of block or deleted-cycle 
graphs. 
Let (Y and p be comparable labels of 9’. We define 
(4.2.1) a rc fi to mean 
(Y sweeps /3 (if row labels), 
p sweeps (Y (if column labels). 
In terms of this notation, the triangularity condition (4.1.2) becomes 
(4.2.2) arc/? ==, F[ax/s’] =O. 
Now let LYE and PO be comparable labels in numbered block- or deleted- 
cycle graphs G,,,, and H,,,,, respectively: 
(G,,,,,,, > 
a?,(i_,) a_,(i_,) aO(iO) $(i,) ai a?(ii) a,(&) 
---_t__----_ ; .~~-----. - _----_-.~--_- 
( H,,,w > 
PZl(j-l) P--l(i-1) L%(h) Po*(j0) P,(h) P?(h) I-(z(h) 
l______---*~*-_~--_.~*-~----*--- 
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If G is a block-cycle graph we consider the sequence cxO, or, as,. . . to be an 
infinite sequence, with the pattern of labels of G repeated infinitely often. If 
G is a deleted-cycle graph, then this sequence is finite, so a,, is undefined for 
n sufficiently large. 
Given all this notation, we define the relation aa +z &(j,) (in G, H) 
by means of (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) below. 
(4.2.3) If the sequences a”, ai,. . . and PO, fir,. . . are not identical, find the 
first term (say n) at which they differ: either a, + /I,, or exactly one 
of CX, and /3, is undefined. In this situation we define a”( io) ==K /3,( j,) 
(in G, H) to mean: a,rc&,; or (Y, is undefined and ~$7~~ is a row 
label; or /S, is undefined and /3,*_ i is a column label. 
It is implicit in the wording of the previous paragraph that, if (Y, is 
undefined, then $!_i is defined (and a similar assertion holds for p). To see 
that this is true, note first that we are assuming that (a, is undefined, hence) 
&, is defined. Hence p,*_r is defined. Moreover, by our choice of n, we have 
(Y n-l=Pn-l. So az-1 exists because it equals /I,*_ r. 
(4.2.4) If the sequences CQ, o~i,. . . and PO, pr,. . . are identical, but the 
sequences (~_~,a_~,... and p_r,p-s,... are not, find the first term 
(say - n) at which they differ. In this situation we define aO( iO) +Z 
&(j,) (in G, H) to mean: a_, rc/?-,; or a_, is undefined and 
a*,+1 is a row label; or /3 _ n is undefined and p?,,, 1 is a column 
label. 
The notation &(j,) z== aO(i,) (in H, G) means the same thing as a,( iO) 
-C &(j,) (in G, H). 
Note that the relation a,(&) K &(j,) (in G, H) is a relation between 
points of G and H. The numberings used in G,,,, and H,,, are merely a 
convenient way of giving each vertex an individual name. 
The following proposition shows that K has most of the properties of a 
total ordering. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (Y, p, y be comparable labels, and a(i), p(j), y(k) 
points in numbered block- or deleted-cycle graphs G, H, and K, respectively. 
Then: 
(i) Exactly one of the following holds: a(i) < p(j) (in G, H); a(i) B 
/3(j) (in G, H); or G = H (ignoring edge labels), and a(i) and p(j) are the 
same point of G (although i and j may be different since the numberings 
need not be the same). 
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(ii) (Transitivity) If a(i) s p(j) (in G, H) and p(j) < y(k) (in H, K), 
then a(i) -=c y(k) (in G, K). 
Proof. (i): Write (Ye for (Y, i, for i, and so on, so that we can refer to 
graphs Glllllll and Hlllllll in Definition 4.2, above. 
If G is a deletedcycle graph and H is a block-cycle graph (or vice versa), 
then one of the sequences (Ye, cxi,. . and PO, pi,. . . is finite while the other is 
infinite. Thus a decision is always made by (4.2.3). 
If G and H are both blockcycle graphs, the decision is again made by 
(4.2.3). But the interesting fact is that the nonrepeatedness condition (1.1.2) is 
needed: From this and equality of the (infinitely repeated) sequences (~a, LY~,. . . 
and &PI,-.. we can conclude that G = H and aO(i,) and p&j,) are the 
same point of G. 
If G and H are both deletedcycle graphs, then both sequences (Ye, (~i,. . . 
and &PI,... are finite. Here, both conditions (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) are needed 
to make the procedure decisive. 
(ii): We omit the straightforward details. n 
FORMULAS 4.4 (Subblock products). Let f: B + A be a morphism, where 
B and A are the matrix systems associated with block- or deleted-cycle graphs 
H ,,,,,,, and G,,,,,,, respectively. An entry edge of each of these graphs is shown 
in (4.4.1), where (Y and p are comparable row labels in Y, and hence y and 
6 are comparable column labels in Y: 
(4.4.1) 
4) v(h) 
(r:w) Y (41) 
(A)(G) 
P(i) a(k) 
(riw) Z (cil) 
(B)(H) 
Here Y = I or X(G) (for a block-cycle graph G) or Y = 1 (for a deleted-cycle 
graph G), and similarly for Z. 
condition (1.1.3).] 
We establish the following 
f: B + A: 
In particular, Y and Z are invertible. [See 
formula, associated with edges (4.4.1) and 
(4.4.2) 
To see this, we compute the a(i)x 6(k) subblock of FLB = AF’. This 
subblock of the left-hand side equals FL [rows (Y( i )] *B [cols S(k)]. The portion 
of the graph H,,, displayed in (4.4.1) shows that all nonzero entries of B[cols 
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6(k)] are contained in B[,6(j)X S(k)] = 2, and this yields the left-hand side of 
(4.4.2). Similar reasoning, applied to AF’, yields the right-hand side of 
(4.4.2). 
Again let (Y and /? be comparable row labels in 9’. Suppose that /3(j) but 
not a(i) is attached to an entry edge: 
(4.4.3) 
a(i) 
($no entry edge) 
(A)(G) 
P(i) a(k) 
. . 
(row) 2 (col) 
(B)(H) 
(This can happen only if G is a deleted cycle and a(i) is an endpoint of G.) 
We establish the following formula, associated with (4.4.3) and f: B -+ A: 
(4.4.4) FL[cx(i)Xp(j)] =O. 
To see this, we compute the o( i)X 6(k) subblock of FLB = AF’. This 
subblock of the left-hand side equals F L[ a( i)X p(j)] .Z, while this subblock 
of the right-hand side is zero because A [rows a(i)] = 0. 
We need one more situation like this, for use in Lemma 4.5: Suppose that 
(Y and p are comparable column labels, and vertex a(i) but not p(j) is 
attached to an entry edge: 
(4.4.5) 
a(i) Y(h) PO> 
. . . (no entry edge) 
(~01) Y (row) (col) 
(A)(G) (B)(H) 
We establish the following formula, associated with (4.4.5) and f: B + A: 
(4.4.6) F’[a(i)Xfi(j)] =O. 
As above, compute the y(h) x P(j) subblock of FLB = AFR. This subblock of 
the right-hand side equals Y. F R [ a( i) x P(j)], while this subblock of the 
left-hand side equals zero. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f: B + A be a morphism, where A and B are matrix 
systems associated with block- or deleted-cycle graphs G and H, respectively. 
Ifa -=z p(j) (in G, H) then F[a(i)X@j)] = 0. 
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Proof. Write (Ye for (Y, i, for i, and so on, so that we can refer to graphs 
G LllllIl and HI,“,,, in Section 4.2. We must show that F [ a,( iO) X &( j,)] = 0. 
Suppose first that CQ(~,) << &( j,) is decided by (4.2.3): The sequences 
ag, al, 9.. and Po,P1,... differ in their nth terms, but not sooner, either 
because LY, rc p,, or because exactly one of (Y, and & is undefined. The part 
of G,,,,,, and H,,,,,, shown below illustrates the inductive computation that 
follows: 
(4.5.1) 
ak(ik) ak*(ik) ak+l(ik+l) Pk(jk> P,*(jk) Pk+ ,(j,+ 1) 
.---------- ; . t-------• . 
Y Z 
(A)(G) (B)(H) 
For 0 < k < n we have lyk = Pk, so the similarity condition (4.1.3) shows 
F[ak(ik)X P,Jj,)] = F[af(ik)X P;( j,)]. Moreover, (4.4.2) shows that 
F[G(ik)XPk*(jk)] =O ifandonbif F[ak+l(ik+l)XPk+l(jk+l)l =O 
(since both Y and Z are invertible) provided LQ+ I and Pk+ 1 are defined. 
Thus if CX, rc&,, the triangularity condition (4.2.2) shows F[a,(i,,)X /3,( j,)] 
= 0, which implies F[ aO(i,) x &( j,)] = 0. If, on the other hand, a:_ 1 = &‘_ I 
is a row label and (Y, is undefined, then (4.4.4) shows F’[cx~_~(~,_,)X 
PA+-,(j.Al= 0, so that F[a,(i,)X/?,(j,)] = 0; or, if CX~_~ and /3,*_l are 
column labels and /3, is undefined, then (4.4.6) shows F’[az_ ,(i,_ ,)X 
P,*_l(jn-l)l=O, so that F[a,(iO)X&(jO)]=O. 
The proof is analogous if a,,( iO) < &( j,) is decided by (4.2.4). n 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A E B be isomorphic 9matrix systems associated 
with block- or deleted-cycle graphs G and H, respectively. Then G = H if we 
ignore edge labels, and A and B have the same subblock size. 
Proof. We can suppose that G has at least one entry edge. So some 
A(k), say A(l), has at least one row and one column. Suppose G # H, 
ignoring edge labels. We show that, for all pairs of morphisms f, : B + A and 
fi : A + B, either F:(l) or F:(l) contains a row of zeros and hence is not 
invertible, so A g B. 
Let (Y be the row label of the first row of A(1). We can suppose that (Y 
also labels the first row of B(1) (otherwise clearly A g B). We use the order 
properties of < stated in Proposition 4.3. Among the occurrences of (Y in 
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,,,,,,,, choose i such that a(i) << a(x) (in G, G) whenever x # i. Among the 
occurrences of (Y in H,,, choose j such that a(j) < o(x) (in H, H) 
whenever x f j. 
Since G # H, by Proposition 4.3 we must have either a(i) -=K a(j) (in 
G, H) or a(i) B a(j) (in G, H). By interchanging G and H if necessary, we 
can suppose that the former holds. We claim that Fb[rows a(i)] = 0. [Note 
that in the case a(i) >> a(j) we get zeros in Fk.] 
By transitivity of K we have that a(i) +X a(r) (in G, H) for all X. Since 
LY is the top row label in Yr, (Y sweeps /3 for all row labels /I z (Y in Yr. 
Hence a(i) -K P(j) (in G, H) for all row labels P(j) in 9’i that occur in H. 
Lemma 4.5 then gives Ft[ cu(i)X /I( j)] = 0 for all row labels p in Yr that 
occur in H. (These are column labels of FF.) In other words, F ‘[rows 
o( i )] = 0, as desired. 
Now that we know G = H except for edge labels, we establish equality of 
subblock size. Let (Y be any row label that occurs in G. Then the subblock 
size of A equals 1 aI A divided by the number of entry edges of G having (Y as 
a row label. This clearly equals the corresponding number for B. 1 
REMARK 4.7 (Subblock triangularity). Let A be any deleted or block 
cycle system. The key to several of the uniqueness results that we are about to 
prove is that the endomorphism ring of A has a block triangular structure 
finer than that given in the triangularity condition (Condition 4.1.1): If we 
consider each subblock FL [ a( i) X /I(j)] of each FL(k) to be a single entry, 
then the F’-(k) become (permutation-similar to) a ring of lower triangular 
matrices with constant diagonal, the diagonal remaining constant even as k 
varies. We now spell this out in more detail. 
NOTATION. Let G be a deleted- or blockcycle graph, A the matrix 
system associated with G, and f: A -+ A any morphism. Lemma 4.5 im- 
mediately yields the following subblock lower triangularity for comparable 
row labels (Y and p: 
(4.7.1) o(i)<p(j) (inG,G) * FL[a(i)Xp(j)] =0 
The reason for this terminology is easy to see: If we consider each 
o(i) x /3( j)-subblock to be a single entry, and then simultaneously permute 
the rows and columns of FL so they appear in the order specified by +z, 
then (4.7.1) states that each FL(k) is a lower triangular matrix. 
Next we prove that subblock diagonuls are constant: 
(4.7.2) F[a(i)xa(i)] = F[y(h)Xy(h)] forall cu,y,i,h. 
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Since G is connected, it suffices to prove (4.4.2) when a(i) and y(h) label 
consecutive of G. case G a block-cycle we delete 
edge with exceptional edge X(G), and that G 
connected. This the simplification all remaining labels are 
matrices. If and y(h) endpoints of duality edge, that 
y(h) o*(i) and = i, (4.7.2) follows the similarity 
(4.1.3). If and y(h) endpoints of entry edge, (4.7.2) follows 
(4.4.2), since = Z an identity 
Finally we 
(4.7.3) If regard each FR [ i) x as a matrix entry, 
every FR [ k] becomes (permutation-similar to) an upper trian- 
gular matrix with constant diagonal. In fact, the diagonal remains 
constant as k varies and as R changes to L. 
Constancy when R changes to L is given by the similarity condition (4.1.3). 
Upper triangularity of F R follows from our previous results, as soon as one 
notices that, for any morphism g: B + A, taking transposes (and interchang- 
ing left and right) yields a morphism: A + B. 
The next theorem completes the proof that Theorem 1.7 describes a full 
set of isomorphism invariants for block-cycle systems. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A and B be isomorphic block-cycle systems whose 
associated Pgraphs G and H are equal except for edge labels, and assume 
that the exceptional edge labels X(G) and X(H) are attached to the same 
edge of these “equal ” graphs. Then X(G) is similar to X(H). 
Proof. By (1.2.4) we can assume that the same numbering is used for the 
points of G,, and H,,. In (4.4.1) let Y and Z be the exceptional edge 
labels. Since these labels are attached to the same edge of the “equal’ graphs 
G and H, we have a(i) = p(j) and y(h) = S(k). Therefore (4.4.2) together 
with the fact that subblock diagonals are constant [Equation (4.7.2)], yields 
(4.8.1) FL[a(i)Xa(i)].X(H)=X(G).FrJ[a(i)Xa(i)]. 
To complete the proof it now suffices to show that FL[ a(i) x a(i)] is 
invertible. But this holds because FL [ a( i) x a(i)] is a “diagonal” subblock of 
an invertible matrix FL(k), and this invertible matrix is subblock lower 
triangular (after row and column rearrangement), as explained in (4.7.1). H 
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For use in the proof of the Krull-Schmidt theorem in the next section, we 
need the fact that the endomorphism ring E of a block or deleted cycle 
system is a local ring. In fact we prove that E/rad E is a simple algebraic 
field extension of our field K. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A be a deleted- or block-cycle system with associated 
9graph G, and let E be the endomorph&n ring of A. We have the following 
K-algebra isomorphisms: 
(i) lf A is a deleted-cycle system, then E/rad E z K. 
(ii) If A is a block-cycle system and its exceptional edge label X(G) has 
characteristic polynomial g( x)e, then 
E/rad E g K[x] /(g(x)) 
(a field, since g(x) is irreducible). 
Proof. Each f in E has the form (FL, FR). By (4.7.3) the whole system 
of matrices F’(k) and F R( k) has a constant diagonal subblock. Let d(f) be 
this constant subblock. Again by (4.7.1) and (4.7.3), the matrices FL(k) and 
FR( k) are subblock lower and upper triangular, respectively. So d is a 
K-algebra homomorphism with nilpotent kernel. Hence E/rad E is isomor- 
phic to D/rad D, where D is the algebra of all diagonal subblocks of 
elements of E. 
If A is a deletedcycle system, the subblock size always equals 1, so (i) is 
proved. 
Let A be a block-cycle system. By (4.&l), with G = H, all of the diagonal 
subblocks of FL commute with X(G). A well-known theorem states that any 
square matrix that commutes with a square matrix X having only one 
invariant factor is a polynomial in X. (See note below.) Since the unique 
invariant factor of X = X(G) is g(x)“, we have D z K [x]/(g(x)“); hence 
D/rad D z K [ xl/( g( x)), as claimed in (ii). n 
Note. For completeness, we append a quick proof of the well-known 
theorem quoted above. Our proof is valid over any field K. Recall that the 
K-vector space V on which the given matrix X acts is a module over the 
commutative ring R = K [ X], and the endomorphism ring of the R-module V 
consists of all multiplications on V by matrices that commute with X. Since X 
has only one invariant factor, we have V = R as R-modules, as one sees by 
using the rational canonical form of X. But every endomorphism f of the 
R-module R equals multiplication by some element of R, namely by f(1). 
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5. KRULLSCHMIDT THEOREM 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.4, which we restate as 
follows to set up notation for the proof. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Krull-Schmidt theorem). Suppose @ :L ,A i z @ I”= ,B,, 
where each A ; and Bi is a deleted-cycle or block-cycle Smatrix system. Then 
m=n, andforsomepermutation aof {l,...,n} wehaveAizBuCi,. 
Proof. Let C be any Ymatrix system isomorphic to the two direct sums 
in the theorem, and let E be the endomorphism ring of C. Since E is a 
finite-dimensional K-algebra, it is an Artinian ring. So the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem for E-modules shows that, if 1 = @ It,d i = 63 := iei (sums of primi- 
tive orthogonal idempotents of E), then 
(5.1.1) m=n and Edi=Ee,,,,, (E-module G) 
for a suitable permutation u of { 1,. . . , n }. 
Since C z @A,, we have morphisms pi : C + A i (“projections”) and 
9i : A i + C (“injections”) such that 
(5.1.2) Cqipi = 1, and each pi9i = l,, . 
This is easily seen by first assuming that C equals @A, and then composing 
the obvious projections and injections (matrices consisting of zeros and ones 
on the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere) with an arbitrary isomorphism: 
C= @Ai. 
Let d, = 9ipi, an idempotent element of E. Then { di } is a family of 
orthogonal idempotents whose sum is 1. 
We claim: each d i is a primitive idempotent of E. It suffices to show that 
the ring d iEd i is local; that is, modulo its radical, d ,Ed i is a division ring 
(because, in artinian rings, idempotents can be lifted modulo the radical). It is 
easily seen that d iEd i is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of Ai, and this 
endomorphism ring is local by Theorem 4.9. 
The decomposition C = G3 .Bi yields analogous projections pi and injec- 
tions 9:, and orthogonal, primiiive idempotents ei = 9:~: whose sum is 1. We 
now have the idempotent elements to use in (5.1.1). To complete the proof, 
all that remains to be shown is that each matrix system Ai F BOCi,. 
To keep the notation simple, we now fix our attention on d 1 and e,(i), and 
drop the subscripts on d, e, p, and 9. Since Ed 2 Ee, there exist elements x 
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and y in E such that xy = d and yx = e. We claim that the desired 
isomorphisms are 
(5.1.3) p’yq: A, + BOC1) and pxq’: B,(,, + A,. 
To see this, first note that 9p = d = ry and 9’~’ = e = yx. Then verify that 
the product, in both possible orders, of the morphisms in (5.1.3) is the 
identity. We write out one of these verifications. 
(P~‘)(P’Y~) = PX(~‘P’)Y~ = PXYXY~ = pd2q = p& = ~9~9 = (In,)2 = I,; 
The computation in the opposite order is analogous, and completes the proof. 
W 
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